Behind Freddie Mac's Troubles: Strategy to Take On More Risk

U.S.-Chartered Middleman of Mortgages Was Transformed Into Financial Highflier
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For years, Freddie Mac was known as "Steady Freddie." Created and supported by the U.S. government to help the housing market by buying and selling mortgages, it turned in predictable earnings. Bankers were known to walk out during statistics-filled speeches by its low-key chief executive -- confident there wouldn't be any surprises.

But last month, Freddie Mac jolted investors by ousting its CEO -- for a second time in three months. That followed revelations that Freddie Mac had been pushing the accounting envelope for years, hiding more than a billion dollars in profits to smooth out earnings zigzags. Now the company is facing multiple federal investigations and planning to restate financial results for three years.

Freddie Mac's problems had roots that run far deeper than a handful of unwise accounting decisions. Behind this astonishing turn is a fundamental shift in the company's business. Far from the sleepy mortgage company of its carefully cultivated reputation, Freddie Mac in recent years has evolved into a giant, sophisticated investment company, running a business laden with volatility and complexity. That change has sent risks soaring, not just for investors but for U.S. taxpayers, who likely would be on the hook if the federally chartered company stumbled. This is the story of how this pillar of the U.S. housing market transformed itself into what some call a giant hedge fund.

Freddie Mac buys home mortgages, freeing the lenders to lend again. For two decades after its founding in 1970, it resold nearly all of these loans, converted into securities. But after going public in 1989, and acquiring shareholders thirsty for profit growth, Freddie gradually began to keep more and more of the loans as investments. It was as if an art dealer decided to amass his own collection and thus became much more exposed to art's rise in value -- or its fall.

Freddie Mac owned just $22 billion of mortgages in 1990, a year after going public. Now it has about $600
billion. Building this giant portfolio led Freddie Mac into elaborate transactions to hedge risk. It began dealing heavily in the investment contracts known as derivatives, structured to offset interest-rate shifts that could quickly change the loans' value.

At the same time, Freddie Mac moved beyond the home loans it was chartered by the government to buy. It bought corporate bonds and securities that included mortgages for office buildings, strip malls and hotels. It built a Wall Street-style trading floor, filled with young traders glued to terminals buying billions of dollars a year in mortgage bonds and related securities. Freddie Mac even has its own brokerage operation, which executes trades in mortgage and Treasury bonds for hundreds of investor clients.

All this ran counter to the image of a conservative business that hit its earnings targets almost on the nose. It was to hide its volatility that Freddie Mac indulged in elaborate efforts at earnings management, which first came to light this summer in an investigation by an outside law firm. The board ordered the probe in January 2003 after learning of auditors' concerns.

Freddie Mac used convoluted transactions with names such as "linked swaps" and "CTUGs" (for "coupon trade-up giants"). Once, to squelch a profit flare-up that would have drawn attention to its heavy use of derivatives, it temporarily changed the way it valued the instruments -- instantly erasing a $731 million gain.

"They basically just cheated," says Dwight Jaffee, a finance professor at the University of California, Berkeley, who studies Freddie Mac and its cousin Fannie Mae. The scheme "could only have occurred in this setting where you have a lot of risk, the use of a large number of complex hedging instruments and complicated accounting." Freddie Mac, he says, is now "basically a hedge fund."

Freddie Mac officials say they're aware some think the company has grown too complex and high-risk for its own good. They say that its evolution was inevitable given the rapid growth of the housing market, and that the company is well able to manage its risk. Freddie Mac "is just a phenomenal success story about the ability to attract capital to the U.S. housing market and at the same time do it in a safe and sound manner," says Paul Peterson, chief operating officer. "If we were to go back to the old model, which we're totally against, ... it would significantly decrease the amount of capital that's available to fund the housing market."

Even so, the company doesn't dispute conclusions reached in the outside investigation, done by the law firm Baker Botts LLP. The law firm said senior management had encouraged the use of complex capital-market transactions in order to get within two or three cents of analysts' profit estimates and "avoid the effects of earnings volatility."

Unlike most recent corporate accounting misbehavior, the infractions ascribed to Freddie Mac usually minimized profits rather than boosted them. Some Freddie Mac officials who were involved in the matter privately say they believed the maneuvers actually gave a truer picture of the business, by eliminating the effect of accounting rules they considered misguided. The Baker Botts report confirmed this motivation.

The company now faces investigations into possible accounting fraud and other improprieties. The Securities and Exchange Commission, the Justice Department and the federal multiagency Corporate Fraud Task Force all are involved, as is Freddie Mac's regulator, the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight. One thing OFHEO will report, say people familiar with the
situation, is that employees may have breached an internal "firewall" dividing the company's investment portfolio from its brokerage operation.

In the wake of the controversy, some Freddie Mac directors are informally discussing the idea of slowing the growth of the investment portfolio, says a person familiar with the board's discussions. Such a move could chill stock investors' enthusiasm for the company by lowering its potential growth rate. But it also could reduce risks faced by taxpayers.

Freddie Mac officials say their huge loan portfolio benefits housing. The idea is that more buying of mortgages tends to push the prices of the loans higher. And since interest rates move in the opposite direction, just as on a bond, the buying pressure tends to push down on interest rates. "If we start cutting back [on the portfolio], we have to cut back on our mission," says Shaun O'Malley, Freddie Mac's chairman.

The imbroglio also affects Fannie Mae, the other big government-sponsored mortgage buyer. It holds an even larger loan portfolio, more than $800 billion. Because both companies now perform the same services, Fannie Mae could come under pressure to slow its growth as well if Freddie Mac did so, either on its own accord or under the direction of federal overseers. OFHEO is planning to take a look at Fannie Mae's accounting, too, to make sure it is all above-board.

To stiffen regulation of the mortgage buyers, the Bush administration and congressional critics are pushing to shift the job to the Treasury Department from OFHEO. The Treasury would be able to change the companies' capital requirements, affecting their ability to accumulate loans.

The U.S. government chartered Freddie Mac in 1970, 32 years after creating Fannie Mae. Some lenders thought a second loan buyer was needed to support the housing market. Though both organizations ultimately became shareholder-owned, they retained their government perks. They don't pay state income taxes, they have lines of credit with the U.S. Treasury, and they are able to borrow cheaply because lenders assume the U.S. would bail them out if they ever got in trouble.

They buy mortgages with borrowed funds, so this low-cost credit is critical in making their businesses more profitable. This low cost of credit could be endangered if investors knew the extent of Freddie Mac's complexity and volatility.

Though Fannie Mae usually retained most of the mortgages it bought, Freddie Mac sold most of its loans. Freddie Mac pooled thousands of loans and sold investors slices of the pools, in the form of interest-paying securities. It also guaranteed that the mortgages would be repaid, collecting a fee for its guarantee.

Reselling its mortgages relieved Freddie Mac of most of the peril from interest-rate shifts. To illustrate: A mortgage buyer who borrows at 5% and buys mortgages that pay 6% can pocket the difference. But if the mortgage buyer's borrowing costs spike to 7%, it can be stuck losing money on those 6% loans. Today, mortgage buyers have elaborate hedging operations to protect themselves from this danger. But in the early 1980s, before hedging was as sophisticated, a jump in interest rates rocked Fannie Mae so badly it was technically insolvent for a time.

Freddie Mac, which at the time was reselling most loans it bought, remained unscathed. Its CEO, Leland Brendsel, told Congress in 1989 Freddie Mac would never take the risk of building a large portfolio of mortgages held for investment. That was soon to change.
Enhancing its image as the tame alternative to Fannie Mae were Mr. Brendsel's low-key persona and frugal ways. A former University of Utah professor, he had grown up on a South Dakota farm and later worked as a welder. He eschewed first-class plane tickets and hired people from universities and mortgage banking, not Wall Street.

The Freddie Mac culture had a kind of academic quirkiness. Some senior executives sported ponytails and rode to work at the company's McLean, Va., campus on motorcycles. The chief economist was also a painter, whose imaginative rendering of the Grateful Dead at the Last Supper hung in the CEO's office. There was a sand volleyball court out back.

After Freddie Mac went public, it began to look more kindly on the idea of holding mortgages, in part for the profit potential. This meant beefing up its risk management. For that, it hired a superstar Wall Street bond strategist named Greg Parseghian. Though paid handsomely, Mr. Parseghian fit in with Freddie Mac's oddball culture when he arrived in 1996. He drove a 1987 Lincoln Mark VII, and when it failed inspection because of faulty fog lights, he ripped them out and kept driving.

But Mr. Parseghian also made the place more like Wall Street, knocking down walls to bring traders and managers together and turn his space into more of a trading room. In the cafeteria, his traders playfully honed their quest for market inefficiencies. If salad items sold for $1 a pound, they were known to load up on the salad bar's chicken and beat the higher price of chicken at the grill.

In his first year, mortgages that Freddie Mac kept rather than resold swelled by $30 billion. Soon they were growing an average of more than $80 billion a year. Freddie Mac's debt ballooned too, to $649 billion last year from $120 billion when Mr. Parseghian arrived.

He invested heavily in derivatives. The purpose was to protect Freddie Mac from risk. Indeed, the company stresses that some financial moves that might strike outsiders as dicey, such as derivatives, are routine bond-market safety strategies. However, they also greatly increased the complexity of the company's portfolio.

Even though its mission is to support housing, Freddie Mac has accumulated a large sum of other holdings in other areas. For its investment portfolio, it bought securities backed by mortgages on commercial properties such as office buildings.

At the same time, it built up a separate fund that included investments such as Philip Morris Cos. corporate bonds. It discloses little information about this fund, which at the end of 2001 totaled $83 billion. Freddie Mac says these are a form of insurance, assets it could sell for cash if it was ever unable to borrow. It says the Philip Morris bonds, some bought in 1997, have been sold.

Freddie Mac also bought "interest-only strips," which are slices of mortgages that provide just interest and leave the principal payments to others. They are unusually risky because they're highly sensitive to changes in the interest-rate environment. In 2001, by which time Freddie Mac held $10 billion of these securities, they dealt it a paper loss of $226 million. Freddie Mac hid this loss through convoluted transactions, just as it did with the big gains its derivatives threw off.

Freddie Mac's trading floor, housed in a new building, has the look and feel of a Wall Street firm. Several dozen youthful traders sit elbow-to-elbow in front of computer screens as business television blares in the background. Banners tout milestones such as the day 13 months ago that
the loan portfolio hit $600 billion.

The same building holds a Freddie Mac brokerage operation, Securities Sales & Trading Group, or SS&TG. Though little known outside the bond market, this part of Freddie Mac buys and sells debt securities for clients, like a Wall Street firm. Top traders' annual earnings have approached $1 million in some cases, say people familiar with it.

Freddie Mac says it started the brokerage operation 16 years ago. It says it exists to bolster the liquidity and attractiveness of its mortgage bonds by buying and selling them when other investors aren't available. It doesn't disclose the brokerage unit's size, trading volume or contribution to profits. This is for competitive reasons, it says.

The company says it strictly regulates interaction between its brokerage unit and other parts of the company so that no unit is using inside information to unfairly gain advantage over competitors on Wall Street. But the OFHEO investigation is expected to conclude that employees in different units in Freddie Mac may have sometimes communicated in violation of the firewall policy.

The probe by Baker Botts found another problem involving the brokerage operation. Where tax rules barred a trade between Freddie Mac's portfolio and SS&TG, traders simply conducted the trade through a cooperative third-party broker, the investigation concluded. It said employees at times failed to disclose relevant details to accountants and used other gimmicks to hide the trail.

One of the biggest improprieties the investigation cited related to a new rule from the Financial Accounting Standards Board. The rule required companies to record -- as either a gain or a loss -- the quarterly change in the values of some of their derivatives. Freddie Mac officials opposed this rule because it didn't call for recording market-value changes of all other assets and liabilities, changes that might have offset the derivatives' price moves.

When the rule took effect on Jan. 1, 2001, it threatened to give Freddie Mac a sudden one-time gain of $1.4 billion. For Freddie Mac, this windfall was dangerous. It underscored the volatility of the company's massive positions in derivatives. That could cause both investors in Freddie Mac stock and lenders to the company to begin seeing Freddie Mac as a risk-laden business.

The company formed a group to find ways around this, the Baker Botts investigation found. First, they moved a big chunk of mortgage-backed securities that were showing a paper loss into a "trading account." That let them book a loss of $726 million, offsetting half of the windfall. In a complex series of moves, they then maneuvered these securities back into the fold. This was done with the concurrence of its then-auditor, Arthur Andersen.

To cancel the other $700 million or so, Freddie Mac made a one-time change in how it figured the value of some derivatives. It declared them "illiquid," drastically lowering their value and wiping out the gain. This exercise appeared to be done solely to avoid booking extra earnings, Baker Botts said. One tipoff: The company abandoned the valuation method after barely a month, so it could resume trading the derivatives.

Later in 2001, Freddie Mac faced another earnings surge, this one due to a refinancing boom. It blocked this surge from affecting its smooth earnings track through devices called "linked swaps." The swaps shifted $420 million in operating earnings into future years.

Wall Street traders on the other end of the deals quickly questioned their purpose. "I don't want to
be taken off in handcuffs here for doing something that's not kosher," one said in a recorded conversation with his Freddie Mac counterpart. In another instance, a Freddie Mac trader told an outside trader that the idea was to "book expense now and get it back in six months." He added: "Keep that under your hat."

The deals didn't have the approval of Arthur Andersen, and when an Andersen partner found out, in the fall of 2001, he objected. But Freddie Mac didn't unwind the deals until they had had their desired accounting effect. The next year, PricewaterhouseCoopers succeeded Arthur Andersen as Freddie Mac's auditor and refused to certify the company's books, prompting the board to commission an investigation.

The board in June asked for the resignation of Mr. Brendsel and pushed out two other executives, and it promoted Mr. Parseghian to CEO. But in August, OFHEO demanded that he, too, step down. The regulators, according to people familiar with their thinking, were concerned about the aggressive Wall Street-style culture at Freddie Mac and Mr. Parseghian's own role in some of the maneuvers to smooth earnings. He remains on the job until a successor is found.

Due soon is a restatement of 2000 through 2002 financial results. It is expected to raise earnings by somewhere between $1.5 billion and $4.5 billion.

— Henny Sender contributed to this article.
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